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increases by a factor between 3 and 4.. It is expected that such Ijrge variations 
of the CWOSR sections for neutrons of very lot; enorgy wfll have 5 considerable , 
bearing on the discussion of the dependence of the reprodustion factor on the 
temperature of the pile, The details of these investigations are ;+ven in the 
re~~orts of Zinn, ZeiL, Anderson and Marshall. 

~onsnt$fil Piles 

Vr, NorrisonDs group has completed the exponential piles for tee test 
of tile r-production factor in the VW lnttice with and v1ith:3ul v:?ter in the 
pile, A test has also been conducted to deteniae the effect of adding some 
smalls. amount of boron in the water -in order to obtain a direct measurement 
of the migratiox length of the neutrons in this Lattice, 

Cyclotron GrouJI& 

The time of the CycPotron Group has b:::en prti::arily taken by irradiations 
for the Ckemfstry ~laad Health groups, Besides this Y-ork an investigation has 

,been cond;zcted of the absoqtion cross secti.,a of argon 2nd the wnwarieon 
of the global decay curves &f thorium and uranium fission _aroducts has been 
extended to a longer interval. of time, 

I 



of the -- Concrete Shield (-A. Wattenberg, R, Noblesi 

Tne neutron intensity throughout the.concrete shield swowdfng the 
&,rgcnne pile was measured by &Lading iudium foils on concrets blocks :,:hich 
could be slid into one of the 1' x lo openings at the center of the east 
face of the p$le, The table gfves in tf:a first column the distance of the 
fcil% fram the outside surface of the ciectd gr-phite of the pfle, At this 
point in the pile there are 16--l/2n of dead graphite. The second column 
gives the saturated activity observed in the indfun foils, the h&her intensity 
pofi;ts being corrected for the long-lived activity, 
mmabes of neutrons/sec/om2&bS 

The third column gives the 
ft 2~: clear from the.data that a fast neutroti 

component is present and that it raises appreciably the intensity in th8 outer 
points of the shield, For the slo. neutrons <an exponential relaxation distance 
of 7,9 cm is indicated, It should be noted that the concrete blocks in rrhich 
the measurement was made were rather "green" and it is possible that in time 
some further drying out will t&e place :.-jZth a consequent loss in absorbing 
power i? Xevertheless, the number of neutrons escaping from the shield is well' 
below the physiolCgZca1 tolarznce amount at the highest power (100 ILK) at 
wb.ich Lhe Argonne pfle is ordinarily o:ierated, Gamma-ray me7surements on 
the concrete shield have not as yet been carsied out, but measurements of the 
gamma-ray intensity in the room surrounding the shield indicate that for 
ZamTa-rays the shield is also .c,ufte adequate, Some typical gamma-ray m%5:;~lre.- 
meats are'the followfr&:' ,lOr from the north face of the pile, .0002 R,&,~l’.,;i,; 
djrectly in front of the lead shield covering the removtlbl% stringer, .OQ%5 
R/&,w,rL ; on top of the pile mid-way betwean the center and side, ,OOl. R/K,IV~H, 
Sb~ce the Rrgosllze pile imot operated XI the avenge more than 10 LX:, hours 
pez day, it is seen that these levels zre lvelb below the tolerance dose, 

Table 2 

Dislance of lmdium Foil from Grephite Face 

; ,.' 
0 2,37 x 108 LO x ai ? 

15.2 3.64 x LO7 
5.06 x lo6 

3-1 x 13 6 
30*2 4,+ x l$ 
60.4 XL3 x 105 

lo3 
9,9 x 103 

90,6 5*94 x 440 
.X20,8 g-91 x 102 78 
151 l-88 x lo2 l-6 

Tests of the Tron Shi%ld,Pro%osed for Ww 
EYZYb?i,Zs~.‘X??owler & J, Xi, Wea- 

(A, Xattenberg, H. Liehteuberger, 
.- 

Wperimental shields of Won and mixtures of %ron an:' pa.rnff$n tier% 
6;onstructed and thb neutron and gamma-ray intensities were measured througk*- 
out the shield. by means of foils, counters, and electrosconea, The ix%m 
@.aLes were laid up in a colu11~1'5* on the side and thicknesses of Pron up 
to 30w and of fit+on. and paraffin up to 43" ?~%r'e Lesti3d, ame of -idle results 



The oxygen absorption cmss section was meaSUPed by placing'in 'i&3 
Argoime pile a tube containing liquid CO2. The duraluminum tube had a 
~e&h of 368 cm and an internal diameter of E,35 cm; the wall thickness 
vms 6-3 'rn, Khen filled it contained El50 grams of CO2. In order that 
tile slowing down of the material iin the tube should be can&led out, the 
measurement consistecl of obtaining the shift ia the critical position when 
the tube was filled first with CO, and then with an amour& af jyxre graphite 
which was to have the same slon%n~ Srswa as the, carbon and oxygen in the CO2., 
This amount of graphite was 5173 g?xmso The experiment was calibs.%ted by 
placfag cahium wires of knoriin cross section fn the tube with the grrh?hfte 
dad remensuring the critical position, Table II summarizes the results 
obtained, 

Table II 

Critioal Position 
'Corrected for Pressure 

Tube en& s&evmma.t~d 329,94'&1 "'. 

Yikbe filled with 8150 grams CO2 x30,66 cm 

%be + 5173 gms. AWT graphite 

Tube + gmph,ite + 6 Cd, wires 
evedy dist;s+buted along the length 

330,42 cm 

326,66 an 

Each ca&~iqm wiry has a cross section for the neutrons in the‘pile = 1,O am2. 
Thered of each wire is estimated to be 1,25 cm2 and, therefore, the cross 1 
sectfon of the 6 wires added WC 7.50 cm2, The displacement of the rod due to 
the addition of the cadmium was 3,77 em and; therefore, 1 cm displaDement = 
1*99 cm2. 
a- o-a 

The 51?3~gmm of AGOT graphite which. were used in the tube have 
rig l-299 cm2q The absorption of neutrons in this graphite j~.ails;dd a ski?!! 

farther out of the rod = 1.299 = ,65 cm* Therefose, ff there ;..ad beer, no 
nbsor@ion, iiu-k urly Z.,2f - - 3 ̂ _.._ r.- .r.t:, . ..----t. :a.- SL..IC‘U*= --..a. *- I.-s r: --._--. , J-hn ,-wf"~s-- 
of the rod v,&j.d.have been 330.42 Cm ,+ .65 CIll P 331ti07 Cma. The shift ircl pOSftfG-, 
of the pod due to the absorption of Co2 iS 331.07 - 330.66 e -41 @m. %%8 absorp- 
t5an C~C)SS section of the CO2 in the tube is .41 x la99 IC .815 cm2. The.cerboz 
in tila co2 prGdlacss par-t 02 the absoqtion xxd assumiag t'cat this carbon has 
the saqe abg~pp+ion eposs sec-tzfon as &#T grqhite, we fin& .56 rnz for the 
cross section, Therefore, the absp;:tion CXW3S section. of the oxygen 5x1 ths 
tube 55 .815 -. -56.~ ,25 cm2 ad 
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1 124, so -.99 5,49 c 66 
122,Lk 
129,&i 

- 3.45 .s,e 3% ,425 
,R,93 6,6% .47 

&XI to be taksn as indications of the semiltiuity of the 
since the @PQSR sections gi~ea in fxlumn 4 sre avsmge values 

Qf papbite p and not necsmarily tha true 6~0s~ ssction of 
the relatively sml.l axount of ~ateric2 used in these tests, 
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, - 3.5204 esters 
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8’7.0 
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36,9 
3,5914 

i 
90.7 33,2 

x.4’987 84*8 t 39,l 
482666 f X23-,9 

/ 
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!Rie cI”oss section pea o;rygen atom then become 6,9 x 10w3’ cm?, und aincs 
SII abmdarice 02 qZ$, ‘its cross section wotid be 3,5 x lo-28 mz2, 

I 



Ames metal, mstly mith T,D,B, < .I; nehured 
density as used 18.8 g/cm3, 

l-62 cm radius 
-05 cm IxiCk 

Amtiar Space .22 cm thick Measured vol, of nl~acs 
Outer Al ;I5 cm thick 2.08 cm3/cm of tube 
Up Spacers .%2 x .45 cm 



lkie hme bokmwed fran the Ryesson Labcmatory a set of precision 
HWlz aails fur use as a prixnary ~;rag.rmtle $Pal.d standard, 
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REPCRT FOR M0NTI-I EMXNC JUNE 15, 1943 

Group Leader - Bernard T, Feld 

&clear Physics - Exoerimental 

The main concern of our group, during the past month, has 
been xith the completion of meesuretnents of 'rinelastic scattering to 
belwf the 28 fission threshold" for a number of elements. In these 
experiments, the decrease in counting rate of a fast-fission chamber 
is measured when the source of fast neutrons is ,surrounded .by a sphere 
of the element in question This has been done by Xr. Bernstein for 
three eltaents - Bi, Pb and Fe - using> for each, three different si%e 
spheres, 

The results are now being evaluated and compared, Prelim- 
inary calculations, neglecting elastic scattering, for the intermediate 
size spheres yield the following values of cwss-section for inelastic 
sc;b-ttering: 

cir: -(Ra-Be neutrons} Din (Ra-B neutrons) 

Fe 
Pb 
Bii 

0,9s 
lo%5 
l51 

o,s7 
0,90 
1-23 

I 

The corrections for the geometry and for elastic scattering 
are now being coAmputed and more reliable values of the cross-sections 
should soon be available. 

In the meanti..e, we are repeating the measurement of the 
fast neutron multiplication factor ofu for Ra-B neutrons, The Ra-B 
source is being further studied by comparing its activation of various 
fast neutron reactions tith the activation due to Ra-Be neutrons and 
due to fission neutrons (fran the Argqnne pile), This comparison is 
being mask by the method of CP-4l2- The comparison of the relative 
effectiveness of equal numbers of Ra-Be neutrons and Ra-B neutrons has 
to-date yielded the follo&ng (prelix&xwy) results: 

131 the past week, Hr. Richard Scalettar arrived from Wisconsin 
to join our group -- replacing MYr* Julius Ashkin, 



.r( . . 

E, Po bVigner 

33h.e work of our section in the past month centered around three 
" 

subjects. The Theoretical Group worked on more general problems of 

theoretical physics which are only loosely connected with any special 

project, All the members of this group'were added to the section 5 

during the last month: S. & Dancoff, Irving Lowen, and JuZan Schv&nger. 

The second group, under Mr, Weinberg?s leadership, worked on more general ' 

problp;s of pile design, multiplication constant, pile control, etc, - 

Mr. Young"s group is engaged on the design of heaq tlrater piles, particular- 

ly cm a 1igl-k water cooled heavy water pile, The groups work, of cou.rse3, 

in close collaboration, and in some c+tses it is impossible to assign a 

member of the section entirely to a definite group< 

D&s, Uonk continues her work for Dr. Wheeler< 



TKXORZTICAL PHYSICS CROUP 

Mr, Ibser prepared two tables: one on the cross section of 

individual,isotopes for thermal neutrons, one on the radioactivities, 

obtainable by (tic- n) reaction, the life time of which is longer than one 

day* 

Mr. Stephenson wrote two. reports in / 
collaboration 

Wigner: one on the probable absorption cross section of Cd 

I 

with E. PO 

as function 

of the energy of netirons, the other on the multiplication constant of 

homogeneous mixtures, Unfortunately, in the latter case, the old too high 

absorption cross section was assumed for D20 and D2 so that the correspond- 
,’ 

ing results are incorrect1 According to recent measurements of the 

experimental section, the absorption cross section of.D20 is even lower 

than our figures were in the case of D2C so that the corresponding 

multiplication constant is higher than in that case, Tl;e calculation 

will be repeated as -soon as the final 
. 

Continuous p-ray Spectrum in a-Decay 

A calculation has been made 

decay of a heavy nucleust for the emission 

bremstra:hlung in the field 5f the emitting 

provisional in that the Coulomb barrier of 

Cross sections 'are available: 

- S. Mv Dancoff 

of the probability, during the d 

of 8 radiation through 

nucleus. The calculation is 

the nucleus is replaced by a 

flsquare~~ barrier9 the constants of which are appropriately chosen. The 

probability for the &particle to lose most of its energy through 

-6 
radiation proves to be small and of the order of (3 x 10 ) x energy of 

the particle in million electron ~01~s~ 
The probability for the emission I 

0, p a low energy q~xantuLm is largerc For example, a 5 Xev ~particle has 



a probabiltiy 6f about 10m4 for radiating a quantum whose energy is 

250 kev or higher, 

The resultant rradiatlon intensity in R units has been 

estimated for a poi.kt removed by one half rsieter from 1 kilogram of the 

0~ decaying substance, Because of absorptjon in the substance itself, 

only Prays of energy above 0=5 Mev contribute appreciably to this 

intensity. The g~radiation is about 2 x lo-' R units/houri 

Rigorous Treatment of the Slowing Down of Neutrons - J‘ Schtinger 

A rigorous expression has been obtained for the slotig dam 

range in a pure substance of arbitrary mass, based on the assumption of 

isotopic scattering in the center of mass system< The formula correctly 

reduces to that obtained by Fermi for slow&g down in hydrogen, end agrees 

w5th the usual simplified theory when applied to heavy nuclef. Un- 

fortunately, the labo, v 7involved in an accurate numerical eval.uation 

seems quite prohibitive, save possibly in the case of deutsrium, 

An approxkate formula has been developed for the spatial 

distribution of rieutrons slowed down in a medium of hi&h atomic iTeight: 

The density near the source is in agreement with that predicted by the 

age equation, but approaches an exponential behavior at large distancesV 

The transition region can b e studied numerically -&thout undue difficulty, 



Lattice Calculations 

The multiplication constants fo?? various geonetries using P-9 

as moderator were calculated by Messes- Williamsoii and Sephenson. The 

values quoted below are based on an oxygen cross-section cpf 8 x 10 -27 and 

a D. cross-section of l-9 x 10 
-27 ; in view of the recent neasurements at 

Argonne, the value for oxygen is etirernely pessimisticr This is sometiat 

balanced by the fact th& the P-9 actually available will~contain SQme 

H20 contaminati& 

Radius or 
Half Thickness 

Density 
Geonetryf of Metal 

Cylinders ass9 
Cylinders 
Cylinders z 
Slabs lpibcf 
Cylinders 18,9 

Cylinders lEse9 

;z; 
-1,lll 

1: 123 
P-9 lLl29 
P-9 l*JJdT 

P-9 with 
2:s inn, 
H20 film 1,182 

Graphite 
soaked in 
P-9 2,182 

of Metal at of Moderator 
optimm Bol, of Metal 

cm,> (in i opt inu 

2 and over 
3 and over 

27 at p. = 2 cm1 

23 

1.25 to 1?50 43 at 1125 

The mult$plication constant is k = 9 "/y -1,335 "/7"0 

The k loss due to the 2,s mm, water film is mostly determined by the thernal 

absorption of the water and much less by the blocking effect and added 

slowing down in the water$ The overall loss for a 2,5 mm0 film is about 

4% for a 1 cm. rod, The blocki.ng 'effect is less than in the graphite 

lattices partly because the diffusion coefficients in P-9 and g~a$xLte 



are more nearly equal and partly because the absorption in the P-9 is very 

much smaller to begin with than the absorption in the graphite, The 

slowing do;fm‘is less important because> volume for volume, water is only 

about 5 times as effective as P-9 in slowing (instead of 25 ttiaes in the 

case of graphite):. 

Mrs, Castle has been calculating the fast effect in hollow 

cylixxders; this result will be useful. in connection with some proposals -ix 

I use empty tubes instead of rods in the P-9 plant. 

Er. VElliam Xarush has joined the group for half-time Vjork; 

he will also work with II&~ Wollan and Mrs. Creutz- He is ccmputbg the 

effect of annular shaped longitudinal gaps on the diffusion length of a 

pile, 

. I The diffusion length in containing parallel 

rods of absorbing,-material (as in has been computedC 

Tt is found that for f7water rods" 

a graphite bl2ck 

the W reflect&) 

of 2 cm: radius3 spaced at intervals 

of 2X=2 cmCr the exact diffusion length is 6% longer than computed on 

- : 

the assumption that the water and graphite are titimateby mixed: 

ldeutr ons - FCHO Murray 

The equations for a cyldndrical pile with a central. control rod 

black to thermal neutrons only were analyzed for the purpose of determin- 

ing S% -- critical value of the reproduction factor k, 

Because of the difference in form of the equation for fast 

neutrons duri.ng.the sl%ting down process, and that for thermal neutrons 

xith its new boundary condition, k Gt was convenient to represent each 

density function as an infinite series of fuuactions Jot h,~?)~ After 

setting up th.e eq.&,d.on expressLng the conddtion that the rate of 

praoduc-i;ion of fast neutrons Of age zero eq7d.s 
a constant -Limes the thexmal 





neutron densi”cy, coefficients of the same function Jo(B!nr) on both sides 

of the equation were set equal, from whioh an iflfinite set of equations 

re s-d.5 8 I, If the deterxinant of these equations is equated to zero, an 

. 

The follorzing table gives the values which the nultiplicatlon 

constant must,have in order that the pile 'just be chain reac$ing, i.eaJ 

that its effective multiplication constant be just 1. Naturally the k 

rntzst be higher for the pile to be chain reacting if the rod is in than if 

it is out n The figures refer to a pile of ljr radiirs and 25' height, which 

is chain reacting without any control rod for a k z 1.0316, kl is the 

multiplication constant necessary if the control rod is black only to thermal 

neutrons~ k2 is the multiplication constant necessary if the contrrrl rod 

is black for all neutrons.. It is naturally higher thafi kle r is the 

effecti.ve radius of the control rod, 

P 0 0037 ‘01 0 0175 co33s $0491 
xco33dj 1.0353 l-0379 I e 0402 l-0419 
l.O3Q? 1,0381 1.0393 1‘ G41.5 l-0432 

- G. N. Plass 

The caJ..cuYLation of the migration length in a lattice structure 

composed of lumps of a multiplying medium in a moderator has been 

essentially completed, It can easily be shop that the diffusion length 

ls related to the thermal utilization, in a lattice extending to infinity 

in all directions (Pao> Fnd the thermal utilization in a lattice of 

finite size (P2 which is defined as the absorption of thermal neutrons 

in U per thermal neutron produced) according TV the formula 

$.;.,". P20 - p2 
S2 

L 

k is the multfpllcation factor and ?? = ?-$ T ?$ .I T$ ,kyhere S;, 52' 
T 1. 2 3 

S3 are the l~~~g-ths of f;be +,hyee sides or -. -bhf-: i'~(yiiap~g.&.r pjJ.fj _ 



, 

In order to find the differewe PzO - Pz3, it is necessaqy to 

solve the diffusion equation for a pile ttith finite dimensions taking into 

account not xdy the ovexxll cosine vasiatiorz, but aiss the individtual 

vapiation in each cell-. Since one must take into account second harmonic 

tenm of the form [3 (s~?)~ - $1 f(r) in order to obtain any change in 

,the t;~er~~d utilization due to the lattice structure, the actual 

calculation b&comes quite complex.. Use&J. answers have been obtained fox? 

eerf;ain rarnges of y+ q, at os tilf ,:,qao3 Gal c _j . . i .d. 1 I, .!,. ,’ : A, . . 

The migration length for value of ro and rl now of most interest 

is given by the equation 

where 9; is a correction term that is from 5 to 2% of the main term* 

To show the difference between the new f&mula and the laid 

1 " L2 = (1 - PzO) IQ) the folloCng table gives calculated value for 

spheres with ro 5 3.00: i 

'1 
L2 = (1 - P.& L12 L2 according t2 new formula 

7,-5 
9 

LO,5 
12 

34 a.4 
341 388. 
w 552 

604 705 

Calculatiorts for other values of rg have yet to be made,. A 

detailed repoPt w%lI shr&ly be issued abaai, this calculatior~C 



, 

within the tube, as in the W plant, Another possibility is a metal rod 

centered within a metal pipe, with water f'lowing outside the pipe and 

between the pipe and rc+cL Mr. Creutz is investigating the extrusion of 

such pieces, This latter gives a greater distance between tubes and thus 

eases the structural problems; however, Xr, Ohlinger is working out the 

construction on the'basis of the smaller spacing, to be on the safe 

side = 

In view of the current '70' limitation on aluminum criatings, 

the whole coating problem is being re-examined since methods had been 

previously ruled out ofi the basis of failure at loo", Mrq Friechan has 

pointed out the possibility of running the metsl uncoated, which 

simplifies construction ancd ' avoids the danger sf a loose coating 

high heat flow system, 

in a 

Our inadequate understanding of heat transfer to flo&.ng 

liquids is beconning apparent, and estimates of the power output which can 

be obtained are correspondingly unce-rtain, It ap-geaxs that an .3q363rLme:& 



i. -9 - - I 

Radiation Hazard from Proposed P-zile at X - FL L- Friedman z..ea. 

a P-9 pimt with Al coating on the metal have been made. They me 

appear big in a CP r epxt . . . These computations are based on the most 

recent total disti%e~rati6n energies and includep as we11 as Yrays to' 

indicate danger in the water i&self The computation in CP-499 is us& 

as a basis and some work of W~lian and Coryell have been generously &made 

available for comparison purp3ses' Curves of fission product activity 

ori the basis of Ekc~A~s data were employed in finding the effect of 

For a 3 5 x 104KN plant at X9 the 2s a 
coating faiI.ure, recoils from 

the Al. may border on the 

the water (corresponding 

. ible coating failure vs, 

assumed permissible limLt5ng concentration Ln 

to ;l r/day) of the river A table of permiss- 

holdup time t fs given beloyr for long times of 

Dperation (ca 30 - 90 days); 

Holdup time 10 m Id 

Permissib3-e fraction 
uncoated 00x9 ,013 Lx59 

The .mo,& recent design constants of a P-9 plant have been employed 

here (IQ~JJC-M-#~)~ . 

Some problems in X-ray shielding have been wn3tten up for 

presentation in the handbook ails! furLher consideration of reflector and 

shield problems for small piles is in progress Scme formulae for the 

s1owf~n.g doxfi OA * neut,rong around a homogeneous spheric& pile and the 

X-ray escape ?under -ihe, same conditions are already ,waiiable c 
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